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1. Summary of results and definitions 
A discrete group F has finite cohomological dimension (cd F< oo) if there is a 
projective gF-resolution of 7/with finite length: 
F has virtually finite cohomological dimension (vcd F< oo) if, for some subgroup 
of finite index, FoCF, cdF0<oo. It was proved by Serre [10] that if vcdF<oo,  
then there is a finite-dimensional F-complex ~F  such that: 
1.1. Proposition. (a) ~F is a proper F-complex (i.e. F acts cellularly, the stabilizer 
of each cell fixes that cell pointwise, and each point has finite isotropy group). 
(b) For each finite subgroup HC F, the fixed set (~F) H is contractible. 
Properties (a) and (b) specify the F-homotopy type of the space ~F  (see Lemma 
2.1) and we will freely write ~F  for any finite-dimensional F-complex satisfying 
1.1 (a) and (b). In case F is torsion free, ~F  is just the classical free contractible F- 
space usually denoted EF; on the other hand if F is finite, then ~F  can be chosen 
to be a point. If F is an arithmetic group, then F is a discrete closed subgroup of 
a Lie group G, and ~F  is just G/K where K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. 
The purpose of this paper is to give answers to the following two questions the 
first of which is posed explicitly by Ken Brown [4, p. 32] and by Wall [17]. 
1.2. Question. If vcd F=d< co, can ~F  be chosen so that dim ~F= d? 
1.3. Question. If vcd F< oo, can ~F  be chosen as a finitely dominated F-complex? 
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(A proper F-complex X is finitely dominated if there are F-maps X a, Y#--~X 
where f la=ridx and Y is a proper, finite F-complex. A finite F-complex is a F- 
complex for which the set of cells has only finitely many F-orbits). 
Our responses to these questions are Theorem I and Theorem III. 
Another crucial question, well known, and also posed explicitly by Brown [4, p. 
32] is: 
1.4. Question. When can ~F  be chosen as a finite F-complex? 
On this we can do little beyond Theorem II, which reduces it to K-theory, thereby 
generalizing Wall's finiteness obstruction, Finally, Theorem IV shows that if Ques- 
tions 1.2 and 1.3 (respectively 1.2 and 1.4) above have affirmative answers, then 
there is a single choice for ~F  answering 1.2 and 1.3 (respectively 1.2 and 1.4) affir- 
matively. As a corollary to these results we see that the answer to 1.2 above is affir- 
mative for F= SP(4,Z). We can also apply this result to Poincar6 Duality groups. 
See 6.1 and 6.4. 
Now we state our answers to Questions 1.3 and 1.4: 
Theorem I. Assume vcd F< oo. ~F & dominated by a finite F-complex iff  F contains 
only finitely many conjugacy classes of  finite subgroups and for each finite 
subgroup H, its normalizer, N(H), has type F(oo). 
(A group F has type F(oo) if K(F, 1) can be chosen with finite skeletons. This is 
the same as saying F is finitely presented and there is a ZF-projective resolution of 
7/, say Z--'Po--'Pl ~" ' ,  such that each Pn is finitely generated.) 
Theorem II. Suppose vcd F< oo and ~F & dominated by a finite F-complex. 
~F has the F-homotopy type of a finite F-complex iff an obstruction n(F) in 
@i~ I?'o(7/(N(Hi)/Hi)) is zero. Here Hi, Ilk denote a complete set of  represen- 
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tatives of the conjugacy classes o f finite subgroups. 
Our next result, the answer to 1.2, is probably of greatest interest. We need some 
notation for it. 
The Borel equivariant cohomology of a left F-space X, with coefficients in a left 
ZF-module B, is: 
Hkr(X; B) = Hk(Homr(C,(EF × X), B)) 
where F acts diagonally on EF × X and EF is the free contractible l ft F-space. The 
projection p : EF × X ~EF  × pt induces a chain map p # : C(EF × X)---, C(EF × pt) 
with mapping cone C(p#). The reduced equivariant cohomology of X is: 
/-7~.(X; B) =H e+ l(Homr(C(p ,), B )) 
so that we get a natural exact sequence 
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6 /_Trk(X; B)~_Hkr(X; B),.__Hk(F; B) 6 . . ° (  ( 
Let J '  be any F-poset (a poset on which F acts on the left, preserving the order). 
Then /-Irk(Y; B) means ~rk(lYl;n) where lY[ is the geometric realization of .V'. 
similarly Hk(Y; Z) means Jqk(lYl; 7/). 
our answers will be framed in terms of ~(F), the F-poset of finite non-trivial 
subgroups of F, ordered by C. 
If H is any finite subgroup of F, we set: 
~H(F) = {KIK is a finite subgroup of F and HCK}. 
This is an N(H)/H-poset, and ~I(F)= ~(F). 
Finally for each finite subgroup Hof  F let there be given an integer k(H) such that 
(a) k(H)>_k(K) if He_K, 
(b) k(H) >_ vcd N(H), 
(c) k(H)_>3 i f vcdN(H)=2.  
Theorem III. The following two conditions are equivalent: 
(1) There is an ~F such that dim(~F)"= k(H) for all H. 
(2) For each finite subgroup H, if k = k(H), we have: 
(a) /q'k(~n(F); 7/) = 0, 
(b) /-t](~H(F); B) = 0 for some subgroup A of finite index in N(H)/H where 
B ranges over all YA-modules. 
Theorem IV. Assume vcd F< oo and X is a finite-dimensional F-complex of type 
~F. Assume X is dominated by (resp. F-homotopically equivalent to) a finite F- 
complex. Then X is also dominated by (resp. F-homotopically equivalent to) a finite 
F-complex Y such that: 
d imyH=I~imXH ififdimXH:c:2'dim X H = 2. 
We would like to thank Ken Brown here, both for suggesting the problems to 
which this paper is addressed, and for sharing with us his ideas for Theorem III on 
the special case F=F~<Z/p, F torsion free. Our results in Theorem III have been 
guided by that special case. 
Theorem II is related to earlier results of Doug Anderson [0]. 
Theorem III is motivated by earlier work of Soul6 [12] which answered Question 
1.2 affirmatively for F= 5L3(7/) and by results showing an affirmative answer to 
1.2 for F=SLn(7/) (see Soul6 [12] or Ash [2]). Recently, Vogtmann answered 1.2 
affirmatively when F is the outer automorphism group of a finitely generated free 
group. 
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2. Preparations for the proofs 
For the rest of this paper all F-complexes are assumed to be proper F-complexes 
unless otherwise stated. We need six results of an elementary nature concerning 
these, and this section is devoted to their proofs. 
2.1. Lemma. Assume vcd F< co, and X & a F-complex. The following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(a) For any F-complex Y there is a unique F-homotopy class of F-maps Y~X. 
(b) For each finite subgroup H of F, X H is contractible. 
(c) X has the F-homotopy type of ~F. 
Proof. To see (a)o(b) take Y= (F/H)× sn; the equivalence (a)¢,(c) is just 1.1(a) 
and 1.1(b). [] 
For the next result, let F be any discrete group, X any F-complex, and FoCF a 
torsion free normal subgroup of finite index. Let G=F/Fo, with quotient map 
j : F--' G. Then G acts on X/Fo and we must relate the fixed sets of G on X/F  o with 
the fixed sets of F on X. So let H be any subgroup of G and assume there is some 
homomorphism so :H~F such that jso = the inclusion HC G. write Z I(H, F0) for 
the collection of all such homomorphisms H~F.  Fo acts on ZI(H, F0) by conjuga- 
tion and the orbit set is written HI(H, F0). Also, for each s in ZI(H; Fo) we can 
form the centralizer in F0 of s(H), denoted Zro(S(H)). Finally let p:X-~X/Fo be 
the projection map. We have: 
2.2. Lemma. 
(a) 
(b) 
(X/Fo)" = H X m/Zro(s(H)), 
[s] e H l (H : Fo) 
p- 1 (X/Fo)H = i i  xs(H). 
s¢Z~(H.Fo) 
Note. In the first disjoint union, one s is chosen from each equivalence class [s]. 
Proof (motivated by Conner and Raymond [6, Appendix]). If [s] eHI(H; Fo) we 
claim first that p(X s¢H)) is open and closed in (X/Fo) H. For if yEX stH), any path 
r in (X/Fo) H, from p(y), lifts to a unique path ? in X, from y, and f lies in X stH), 
because hf(0)= f(0) for all h e H. Since the complex (X/Fo) M is locally path con- 
nected, this establishes the claim. 
Next we prove (b). Suppose xe(X/Fo) tt, yep- l(x).  We show there is a unique 
s ~ ZI(H; F0) such that y ~ X s(~). For each h ~ H, so(h), y lies over x, hence 
so(h)'Y=~'h'Y for some unique ~,heF0. The function s :H~F defined by 
s(h)=~,h l-s0(h) is an element of ZI(H;Fo) and yeX s~H). This uniqueness of s 
follows from the fact that F0 acts freely. This proves (b). 
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Now, to prove (a) we first show that if y eX  s(H) and yeF  0, then yyeX s(H) 
iff YeZro(s(H)) • Set A =j- I (H)CF.  Then the isotropy group Ay is finite and 
dyDS(H); hence Ay=s(H). So Ary=?s(H):F -l for any yeF  0. Now yyeX aH) i ff 
?s(H)?-l=s(H), i f f  yeN(S(H) )NF  o. But N(s(H))NFo=Zro(s(H)) because 
N(s(H))AF o is disjoint from s(H), normalizes (H), and is normalized by s(H). 
Finally we have to show that when X s~H) SO, then p(X s~H)) =p(X s'(H)) iff [s] = [s'] 
in HS(H; Fo). For any ~,eF0, if s ' (H)= ys(H)~, -1 we get Xs'~H)= y. X s~H) so 
p(X s'(H)) =p(xs~n)). Conversely, if p(X ~H)) =p(XS'~H)), then there is a ~, in F0 such 
that (~'" X s~H)) NX s'~H) g:O (because X s~H) is non-empty). So for some xe  X, 
l'xD ys(H)Y -1LIs'(H). Hence ys(H)y -l and s'(H) generate a finite subgroup of A. 
Since both are are maximal finite subgroups of A, we conclude s'(H) = ~,s(H)y-l 
This proves 2.2. [] 
A finite F-set means a F-set with finitely many orbits. We will need: 
2.3. Lemma. I f  S is a finite proper F set and H is a finite subgroup of  F, then S H 
is a finite N(H)/H-set. 
Proof. We may as well assume S = F/K for some finite subgroup K containing H. 
Then the number of N(H)-orbits in S n is the number of K-conjugacy classes of 
subgroups of K which are conjugate, in F, to H. This number is finite. [] 
Our next result relates the fixed point sets of ~F  to the poset ~(F). Let [~(F)[ 
denote the geometric realization of the nerve of the poset ~(F). A point of I~(F) I 
is therefore a formal ~,HtH(H) where the [0, 1], ~,HtH = 1, and {HI tn~O} is a 
totally ordered subset of ~(F). 
I is not a proper F-complex. 
The singular set of any F-space X is defined as tr(X) = {x e X l F~ 4= 1 }. We also 
define, for any subgroup H, trH(X)= {xeXI This is an N(H)/H-space. 
2.4. Lemma. Let X be any F-complex. There is a F-map f :  a (X)~ such that 
for any finite subgroup HC F, f restricts to an N(H)/H-map fH : trH(X) ~ I m(F) I. 
fH is a (non-equivariant) homotopy equivalence if X K is contractible for all finite 
groups K D H. 
Proof. First cover a(X) by open sets {¢H}He~(r) such that 
(a) y. CH=g/yH~ -, for all He~(F) ,  yeF.  
(b) If x~ CH, then Fxc_H, for all He~(F) .  
(c) gJHNCK:gO = Hc_K or KcH.  
(Proceed inductively: if CH is already constructed for all H such that IHI> In01, 
construct CH0 as an open subset of {XeaH(X)IFxCHo}, containing X H°- 
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U{@ IHI> Inol}, but disjoint from )'" ~No for all yCN(Ho); then set ¢/r/4oy-' =
y. v.0.) 
Choose a partition of unity subordinate to { ~THiHe ~(F)}, say {~DHiH~ (F)}. 
One can assume: qJmy-,(),X)=GJH(X) for all H, ),,x (since ¢1H and ¢~rW-' have dis- 
joint support if yHT, -l =#=H). 
Now define the map f -  o-(X)--+ [I~(F) I by the rule 
f(x)= ~ $H(X)(H). 
H ~ ~(F) 
Condition (c) shows f(x) ~ [~(F)[; condition (a) shows f is equivariant, and condi- 
tion (b) shows that f(tTH(X))c[~H(F)[. We have to  prove the map 
tTH(X)--~ I~H(F)[ is a homotopy equivalence if X K is contractible for each finite 
group KDH. To this end set, Y(K)= the subcomplex of I  (F)l spanned by those 
vertices K' such that K c_ K'. Then X K, Y(K) are contractible, f (X  K) C Y(K), and 
for all Kl, K2: 
xK ' NxK2 = ~0 if (Kl, K2) if infinite, 
( X <K''K2> if (KI,K 2) is finite, 
Y(KI)N Y(K 2) = l 0 if (Kl, K2) is infinite, 
Y((K1, K2)) if (Ki, K2) is finite 
where (K l, K2) is the group generated by KI and K2. Also 
I .(r)I=U{YtK)IH K}. 
Moreover, each compact set in X (resp. [~H(F)[) lies in a finite union of XH'S 
(resp. Y(H)'s). So to prove that f induces the homotopy equivalence needed, we 
only have to invoke the following lemma, which will also be used later: 
2.5. Lemma. Suppose {Xa}a~A,  {ga}aeA are closed coverings of  spaces X, Y, and 
f :  X--> Y is a continuous map restricting to a homotopy equivalence X~ ~ Yafor all 
a. Assume that for all a, f leA,  XaNX#=O or XaNX~=Xy for some yeA and 
that Yaf'l YB=O or Yy. Finally assume each compact set of  X (resp. Y) is covered 
by finitely many Xa "s (resp. Ya "s). Then f is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. Use Van Kampen's theorem and the Meyer-Vietoris equence to show any 
finite union of Xa's is homotopy equivalent to the corresponding union of Ya's. 
Since all compact sets lie in such finite unions, this proves 2.5. [] 
Our last lemma is well known to experts, but does not seem embedded in the 
literature in any one place: 
2.6. Lemma. Suppose X is a finitely dominated (n-1)-connected F-complex. 
Assume F has type F(oo). Then Hn(X ) is a finitely generated ZF-module. 
Moreover, if  n = 1 there is a finite set xl, ..., xk in xl(X ) such that each element of 
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ltl(X) is a finite product of elements of the form a(x~)a -I, a t  rq(X), :~ e F. (Note. 
F is a group of outer automorphisms of rq(X); hence x/y is well defined up to 
conjugacy). 
Proof. We can replace F by a subgroup of finite index and thereby assume F acts 
freely on X. Since X is finite dominated, H.(X) can be computed from a chain com- 
plex of finitely generated ZF-projective modules {Ci, Oi}. The sequence: 
0, -  7/~- C0 ~- Cl ~-. . . . -Ker 0n~0 
is exact. Since F has type FP~, Shanuel's lemma says Ker O n is finitely generated 
over ZF, and so Hn(X) is also. 
Next assume n = 1. X is dominated by the finite-connected F-complex Y, so 
gl(X) is a retract of 7tl(Y). Thus it is enough to prove the last statement in the case 
when X is a finite F-complex. Moreover, we may as well replace X by X ~ and thus 
assume X is a 1-complex. But the fibration X ~ -~XI/F-*BF yields: 
1 --* 7t i (X l )--~ 7[ 1 (X I /F )*  F --~ 1, 
a free presentation of the group F, in which rq(X1/F) is finitely generated. By 
assumption, F admits one finite free presentation. It follows that for this presenta- 
tion, ~I(X 1 ) is finitely generated as a normal subgroup of rq(X1/F). So there exist 
xl,...,xk in ~zl(X l) whose conjugates (in rq(X1/F)) generate rtl(X 1) as a group. 
This proves the last statement. [] 
3. Proofs of Theorems I and II 
We can now provide the proof of the first two theorems. 
3.1. In this section we show that the conditions listed in Theorem I are necessary 
if ~F  is to be dominated by a finite F-complex, I 7. Let ~F  a ) I? p ) ~F  be the 
domination, and let F0 be a torsion-free normal subgroup of finite index in F. Let 
G = F/Fo, and Y= 17/Fo. Y is a finite G-complex and so has only finitely many 
components. Now for each s ~ Z 1 (H, Fo), ~s(H) ~e 0 because (~F) x(H) ~e O. Hence, by 
Lemma 2.2(a), H I (H; F0) must be a finite set. This shows that there are only finite- 
ly many conjugacy class of finite subgroups of F which map isomorphically to H. 
Moreover, given one of these subgroups, say s(H), 2.2(a) also shows that 
YStH)/Zro(s(H)) is a finite complex and so ~FX(H)/Zro(s(H)) is a finitely 
dominated complex. So Zro(S(H)) has type FP and so certainly has type F(oo). But 
Zro(s(H)) has finite index in N(s(H)), the normalizer of s(H). So N(s(H)) also has 
type F(oo). Hence we have proved that F has only finitely many conjugacy classes 
of finite subgroups and for each such subgroup H, N/(H) has type F(oo). 
3.2. In this section we show that the conditions in Theorem I are sufficient o prove 
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that ~F  is a finitely dominated F-complex. Let/-/1, HE,..., Hk be a complete set of 
conjugacy class representatives for the finite subgroups of F. We list them so that, 
if i_>j, then [Hi[<_ [/-/j]. We are going to construct an increasing sequence of finite 
dominations of finite-dimensional F-complexes like this: 
Xo C X I  C ... C X k 
3.2(a) Y0 C Yl C .--C Y~ 
x0c& c..-cxk 
such that: 
(i) X0 = Y0 = 0 and if i > 0, Xi = Xi_ l U cells of type Hi; Y,. = Y,._ l U finitely many 
cells of type Hi. 
(ii) If j <_ i, X~ = .. 
In particular, X~=,  for each finite group H, so Ark = ~F by 2.1, and X k is 
dominated by the finite F-complex Yk. This will prove Theorem I. 
Assume we have already constructed Xj--, Yj--,Xj, j<_i and set H=Hi+ 1. The 
next lemma (applied by letting N(H) /H  play the role of F)  shows we can add finitely 
many F-cells of type H to Xi and. Yi to get X'~ Y'--.X" in which X "H and y,H are 
(n - 1)-connected and n-dimensional for some integer n_  dim ~F. (Here ~F  denotes 
a fixed finite-dimensional F-complex satisfying 1. l(a) and 1. l(b).) 
3.2(b). Lemma. Let X a y B ,X  be a finite domination of  the F-complex X, 
such that X, Y are (k -  1)-connected. Assume F, hasa, type F(oo). Then there are F- 
complexes X 'DX,  Y 'DX and a domination X , Y" #-ff~X' extending ct and fl, 
such that X ' -  X and Y ' -  Y consist o f finitely many free F-cells, and X', Y" are k- 
connected. 
Proof. Hk(X),Hk(Y)  are finitely generated ZF-modules by Lemma 2.6 and 
nk(Y)=Hk(Y)  if k_>2. Hence if k~ l ,  we can attach finitely many (k+l)- 
dimensional free F-cells with attaching maps ai :S k - ,x  tO get a F-complex X' 
which is k-connected. Then attach finitely many (k + 1)-dimensional free F-cells to 
Y with attaching maps aai : S k -" Y to get a F-complex Y # D Y and an extension 
a # :X ' - ,Y  # of a which maps X' -X  homeomorphically onto Y~-Y .  The 
homotopy fla = lx  and the homotopy extension property then define an extension 
,8 # : Y~ - ,X '  plus a homotopy ,6#a ~ = 1x,. Next we make Y# k-connected. Note 
ne+l( f l~)- -nk(Y#).  So again, if k :#l ,  Lemma 2.6 shows we can attach finitely 
many (k + 1)-dimensional free F-cells to Y ~ to give a F-complex Y' plus an exten- 
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sion fl': Y'--,X" off l  ~ to that ~k+l(~') =0. Hence Y' is k-connected and fl'a'= 1 x, 
where a '  denotes the composite map X' ,Y#~Y' .  Finally, if k= 1 above, 
Lemma 2.6 shows how to find finitely many elements of rtl(X) and of 
rc~ (Y #) = rt2(fl #) which generate these groups over F. Hence by attaching the cor- 
responding 2-cells, the argument proceeds as before. This proves Lemma 
3.2(b). [] 
Now we complete he induction step in the proof of Theorem I. We have seen that 
we can assume Xff  and y H are (n-1)-connected and n-dimensional, for some 
integer n >_ max(dim ~F ~, 1). Let f :  Xi -~ ~F be the classifying map for the proper 
F-complex Xi (see Lemma 2.1(a)). Then IZn(XH)=1Zn+I(fH)=Hn+I(fH). We 
claim that rtn+l(f H) is a projective 7/(N(H)/H)-module. To see this, note that 
f r .X /~(~F)K  is a homotopy equivalence for each finite group K such that 
HcKcN(H) ,  by the inductive hypothesis. Hence the map of N(H)/H-complexes 
a(ff14)'a(Xin)-~a((~F) H) is a homotopy equivalence by Lemma 2.5. Hence 
Hn+~(fH)--Hn+l(fH, ty(frl)). But (Xff, tT(Xff)) and are free 
relative N(H)/H-complexes. By Wall [16, Lemma 2.3], Hn + i ( f  14, a(fH)) is a projec- 
tive 7/(N(H)/H)-module. This proves ~z,,(X//4) is a finitely generated Y_(N(H)/H)- 
projective. Set P = re(X//4). Find a finitely generated ZN(H)/H-projective Q so that 
P@Q is free. Let F= be a free countably generated 7/(N(H)/H)-module. As is well 
known, QOF= is free. Attach countably many F-cells of type H and dimension 
trivially to X i to get XDX i, so that rc,(xZ-t, xff)=Q@Foo, and ~n(xH)= 
P®QOFoo. The map a i 'X i - 'Y i  extends to a 'R~Y equivariantly so that it 
is constant on each cell of ) ( -X i .  Since P•Q is free, we can attach finitely 
many (n+ 1)-dimensional F-cells of type H to Y/ to give Yi+ID Yi so that 
H 7In+ l(Y/71, yiI4)=POQ and Im 0 " 7~n+ I(Y/+ 1, yiH)---~gn(Yi H) is equal to aH,(P®Q). 
But an,(P®Q)=Iman,=aH,(P). Now ~z,(X H) is free over Y_(N(H)/H), so form 
Xi+I=f(U{F cells of type H and dimension + l}  so that.~n+l(Xff+l,X H) o 
rtn(X/4) is an isomorphism. The composite map X a Yi J '  Yi+l extends equi- 
variantly to a maP ai+ l" Xi+ 1 ~ Y,+ 1 because (ja)H,(~,(f(H)) =0. Note )(in+ 1 is con- 
tractible because 0 is an isomorphism and .~H is (n-1)-connected and n-dimen- 
sional. The map Yi l~ Xi ~ Xi+ 1 extends equivariantly to a map fli + 1 " Yi + 1 ~Xi  + 1 
because g , (X~l )=0 and Y/+n I -y /H  consists of n + 1 cells of type H. In addition, 
since ~z,,+l(X~l)=0 the F-homotopy fliai=lx~ extends to a F-homotopy 
fli+lai+l=lx,+,. This completes the inductive step and hence the proof of 
Theorem I. 
3.3. In this section we prove Theorem II. The argument is straightforward. Assume 
~F is finitely dominated. Let ~F  a y~ ~F be a domination by a finite F- 
complex Y. For each finite subgroup H, a and fl induce maps of cellular chain 
groups: 
C((~F) I4, aH(~f))  ~ C( Y~ all(Y)) ~ C((~F) H, aH(~F)) 
(the definition of aH follows 2.3) and this is a domination of a free Y_(N(H)/H)- 
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complex by a finitely generated free one. (Lemma 2.3 shows yH is a finite 
N(H)/H-complex.) According to Wall [15], this domination defines an element: 
ni l (F) in I?,o(Z(N(H)/H)) 
which is zero iff (~F) N can be obtained from arz(~F), up to homotopy type, by 
adding a finite number of free N(H)/H-cells. Moreover, this element does not de- 
pend on the particular domination used. Hence we define: 
k 
n(r)= ® nH,(r)  O go(Z(N(ni)/ni)). 
i=l 
That depends only on the homotopy type of ~F  and is zero if ~F  has the homotopy 
type of a finite F-complex. 
Conversely if n(F)= 0 and Hi,..., H k are listed in their usual way we construct 
a finite sequence XoCX 1C ... CXk of finite F-complexes such that if i<_j, X~ ~ is a 
contractible complex and all points of Xj have isotropy group conjugate to 
HI,..., Hi. Let X 0=0 and assume Xi_l is constructed. Then the classifying map 
Xi- 1 ~ ~F induces a N(Hi)-homotopy equivalence tT Hi(X i_ 1) o'(f)~ G Hi(~F ) by 
Lemma 2.5. Since nn,(F)= 0 in I(o(Z(N(Hi)/Hi)) we can attach a finite number of 
F-cells of type Hi to Xi_ 1 to get a F-complex X~DXi_ ~ such that its classifying 
map yields a homotopy equivalence XiH'--*~F n'. In particular, Xi is a finite F- 
complex and X/t-tj is contractible for j<i.  This completes the induction. X k ~F  is 
the required F-homotopy equivalence. 
4. The proof of Theorem III 
4.1. The important step in the proof of Theorem III is to show that a certain 
7/(NH/H)-module is projective. To do this we will use the following lemma. It is 
analogous to a theorem of Rim [9, Theorems 4.11 and 4.12], but applies to the case 
of infinite groups. For every ZF-module M, pdrM denotes the projective dimen- 
sion of M over ZF. 
4.1(a). Lemma (The Projective Criterion). Let F be a group. Let Fi be a subgroup 
o f finite index in F. Then a ZF-module M is ZF-projective ~pdrM< ~ and M is 
7/ Fi-projective. 
Proof. Assume that pdrM< oo and M is ZF~-projective. We will show that M is 
ZF-projective. 
We may as well assume FI is normal in F, if not replace F1 by a smaller 
subgroup. Let G =F/F~, let n : F---,G be the natural projection and let N be any 
7/F-module. M is 7' free; therefore for every i
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Ext~-(M, N)= Hi(F; Hom2~(M, N)) 
and 
i Extr, (M, N)= Hi(Fl; Hom2~(M, N)). 
Consider the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for the group F, 
subgroup Fi and the ZF-module Home(M, N). We have 
E pq= HP(G; Hq(l]; Hom2~(M, N))= HP(G; Ext q, (M, N)) 
= ~HP(G; Homr,(M,N)), q=0,  
(0, q>0,  
because M is 7/Fl-projective. This is one line spectral sequence so we get 
Hi(G; Homr,(M, N))--Hi(F; Homz(M, N)) which now implies 
Ext~-(M, N) = Hi(G; Homr, (M, N)). 
i Similarly, if P is a p-subgroup of G and Fp=rt- l (P)  we get Extrp(M,N)= 
Hi(p; Homr(M, N)). The left hand side is 0 for large i (because PdrpM< oo) and 
therefore Homr,(M, N) is ZG-cohomologically trivial [9, Theorem 4.12]. We get 
Ext,(M, N) = H l (G; Homr, (M, m)) = 0 
for every ZF-module N, so M is ZF-projective. 
normal 
4.1(b). Corollary. Let vcd F< oo and let FI be a subgroup of finite index in F. Then 
a YF-module M is ~_F-projective ~,M is ZFl-projective and 7/H-projective for each 
prime p and each finite p-subgroup H of F. 
Proof. Assume that M is ZFl-projective and 7/H-projective for each p-subgroup H
of F. By [4, Theorem 13.2], it follows that PdrM<oo. Therefore M is ZF- 
projective by 4.1(a). 
4.2. In this section we begin the proof of Theorem III by showing that condition 
(1) implies condition (2). 
Let ~F be as in (1). Let H be a finite subgroup of F and denote W=N(H)/H, 
k= k(H). Then (~F)H= ~ W is k-dimensional nd we get the exact sequences: 
Hk+ l ( (~F)  H GH(~F)) 
(Lemma 2.4) 
and 
o ' Jqk( H(r)) ' 0 
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H~(~FH, B) , H~faHf~F) ;B)  , Hkw+'(~FH aH(~F);B) 
I 
~1 (Lemma 2.4) l 
I 
Hk(w;  B) , Hk(~H(F); B) ' H k + I(~FH/W~ tTH(~F)//W; B)=O 
where the last isomorphism follows from the fact that W acts freely on ~F/-t- 
OH(~F ). This implies condition (2) since it identifies H k + I(~FH/w, aI-I(~F)/W; B) 
with/-7~(~H(F); B). 
4.3. In this 
(2) implies 
Let n be 
F. 
section we continue the proof of Theorem III by showing that condition 
condition (1). 
an integer greater than or equal to the order of every finite subgroup of 
We will construct a sequence XnCXn_ lC ' "CX l ,  of proper r-complexes 
satisfying: 
(i) Xf f=.  for all H such that IH[ >_i. 
(ii) if H is a subgroup such that [HI= i, then all open F-cells of type H lie in 
Xi - Xi+ ! and have dimension _< k(H). 
It follows from (i) and (ii) that XI -- ~F  and it satisfies condition (1) of Theorem 
III. The construction of the sequence will be inductive. Set X,,+~=0, to start. 
Assume X,+l ,Xn, . . . ,X i+l  have already been constructed satisfying (i) and (ii) 
above. The following lemma shows at once that the construction can be continued 
to Xi, and so completes the proof of Theorem III. 
4.3(a). Lemma. Let H be a finite subgroup of  F. Let k be an integer: 
k>_ I~cdN(H ) if  vcdN(H):¢=2, 
i f  vcd N(H) = 2. 
Let X be a F-complex. Assume for  each finite subgroup K D H that X K is contrac- 
tible and has dimension <_ k. Assume X H= a H(X). Further, assume 
Hk(~H(F); 7/)=0 and that for  some subgroup A of  finite index in N(H)/H, 
I~k(xH; B) = 0 for all Zd-modules B. 
Then there is a F-complex Y D X such .that Y -  X consists ofF-cells of  type H and 
dimension <_ k, and y l-l = ,. 
Proof. By adding r-cells of type H and dimension _< k -  1 if necessary, we can 
assume X H is k -2  connected. By 2.4, Hk(Xn; E)= Hk(~H(F); Z)= 0. 
Claim. I-1 k_ l(Xn; Z) is projective over 2;'N(H)/H. (Hence we can addF-cells of 
type H in dimensions k -  1 and k to make xH= *, SO the claim proves the lemma.) 
Let F be as in the hypothesis of the lemma. By Schapiro's lemma we as well 
assume d is torsion free. We prove the claim, via 4.1, by showing: (a) 
ISis- t (xH; 7/) is 7/A-projective; (b) PdN(H)/HI-t k_ ! ( XH; 7/) < 00. 
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Proof of (a). Lemma 2.4 implies there is an equivariant map inducing an 
isomorphism 
H k (~n (F); B)-~ H k (all(X); B) --- H k (xH; B) "- H k (xH; B) 
since A acts freely. Let f :  XH--~EA be any equivariant map. Then/4k-I(XH; ;7)= 
Hk(f; 7/), which is projective provided Hk+l(f;B)=O for all B (see [13, Lemma 
2.3]). By hypothesis, /-Ik(xH; B)= 0. The exact sequence: 
Hk(A; B)__,Hk(xH; B)__,Hk + l(f; B)_~Hk + I(A;B ) 
identifies Hk+l(f;B) with /-t](X/4;B) and so Hk+l(f;B)=O as required. This 
proves (a). 
Proof of (b). This is the immediate consequence of the following lemma: 
4.3(b). Lemma. Assume X is a 1-connected F-complex such that tTIi(X)= 0 for 
i*k, and for every finite subgroup H ,  1, xH= ,. Then for every complex of type 
pdr/4k(X) + k_  max(cdrX, dim(~F) - 1) 
(for every F-complex X, cdr X is defined as max{i IHi(X; B ) ,O  for some ZF- 
module B }). 
Proof. Take a complex of type ~F  and let N= max(cdrX, d im(~F) -  1). 
Put X tk) = X and form a sequence of F-complexes X (i), i > k + 1 such that each 
X ti) is (i-1)-connected and is obtained from X (i-1) by attaching free F-cells of 
dimension i. Therefore 
HN(X(N), x (N-  l)) ON , . . .  _._~ Uk + 2(x(k + 2), x (k  + l)).._~ Uk + l(X(k+ I), x(k))  
is an (N-k-1)-stage free resolution of Hk(X) with Ker ON=HN(X(N)). 
To end the proof it is enough to show that HN(X (N)) is a projective ~r-module. 
Let g:X (N) ~F  be the classifying map of 2. l(a). Since a(X (N)) = a(X) wesee that 
a(g):a(x(N))-~a(~F) is a homotopy equivalence by 2.5. Hence H,(x(N)) = 
H,+l(g)=H,+l(g,a(g)). Therefore the free F-complex C,(g, a(g)) is N-connected. 
By our assumptions, we get that for every ZF-module B: o=HN+I(X;B)= 
HN+I(x(N); B). Also, HN+2(~F; B)=0.  So exactness proves HN+E(g; B)=0. 
We can therefore apply Wall's lemma [16, 2.3] to conclude that HN(X(N))= 
HN+l(g,a(g)) is ZF-projective. This completes the proof of 4.3(b) and therefore 
finishes the proof of Theorem III. 
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5. The proof of Theorem IV 
5.1. We begin the proof of Theorem IV here in the case where X has the homotopy 
type of a finite F-complex, Z, say. 
Let HI , . . . ,  Hk be a complete set of representatives of conjugacy classes of finite 
subgroups of F indexed such that, if i<j, then [Hi[ > [/-/j[. We construct a se- 
quence of finite F-complexes 0 = Y0 C Yl C---C Yk such that 
(1) If i<j, then y jn i=,  and dim Y/ni=dimXH~ (or d imX"~+ 1 if dimxn~=2). 
(2) Y/- Y~. l consists of F-cells of type H i. 
Then Y= Yk satisfies requirements of the conclusion of Theorem IV. 
To prove the existence of the sequence we proceed by induction. Assume that Yj 
is already defined. Set H=ttj+l.  Then (1) and (2) imply: yjH=trn(Yj). Let 
m=dimX"  (or d imXH+ 1 if d imXH=2) .  
First we treat the case where Yp= 0. Then H is a maximal finite subgroup of F 
and N(H)/H is torsion-free. Note then that X H has the N(H)/H-homotopy type of 
a free finite contractible N(N)/H-complex and therefore ([7],[15]) there exists a 
(free) finite, contractible N(H)/H-complex, E(N(H)/H), of dimension m. Define 
Yj+I = YjLIF×NtH)E(N(H)/H). 
Next we treat the case where YyH=#0. Attach a finite number of F-cells of type 
H and of dimension _< m-1  to Yj to get a space Yj' such that yj, H is (m-2)- 
connected. Let f :  Yj'--)X and f ' :X -+Z be classifying maps (as in 2.1(a)) and let 
g =f, o f. Note that 
aH(f) : aH(Yj)- aH(X) and trH(g) : tTH(Yj)-'aH(Z) 
are homotopy equivalences. Therefore 
~Zm_ 1(yjH) = Hm- I ( Y/H) = Hm(f H) = Hm(f H, al l(f))= Hm(g H, tT H(g)). 
Note that C(f  H, tX H(f)) is m-dimensional nd so Hi(g H tX H(g)) = H i ( f  H, Cr H(f)) =0 
for i=/=m and Hi(gHaH(g);B)=Hi(fH, txH(f);B)=O for i>m+l  and any 
Z(NH)/H)-module B. 
Note also that C(g H, aN(g)) is a finitely generated, free Z(N(H)/H)-complex. 
Therefore by Wall's lemma [13, Lemma 2.3], Hm(g H all(g)) is stably free. There- 
fore we can add finitely many F-cells of type H and of dimension m-  1 and m 
to Yj' to get Yj+I for which Yj(I = *. This completes the induction and proves 
Theorem IV in the case when X has the homotopy type of a finite F-complex. 
5.2. In this section we prove Theorem IV in the case when X is dominated by a finite 
F-complex. 
We will proceed as in the proof of Theorem I. Let Hil,..., Hk be subgroups of 
F as in 3.2. We construct a sequence of dominations: 
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XocX~ c . - - cXk  
1ool 
YoC Y IC" 'C  Yk 
XoC Xl c... cxk  
such that: 
(1) If i<_j, then Xf4i--. and dim Yffi=dimX/4i (or dimX/4~+ 1 if dimXHi=2). 
(2) Xi -  X,._ and Y/- Y/_ l consists of F-cells of type Hi. 
Then Xk uk  y~ ~Xk is a finite domination of a F-complex homotopy equivalent 
to X, which satisfies the conclusion of Theorem IV. The construction is inductive. 
Assume Xj aj, Yj~-~Xj is already constructed. Let H and m be as in 3.2. 
If Xff=0, then H is maximal and N(H) /H  is torsion-free, E(N(H)/H) is 
N(H)/H-finitely dominated and therefore ([7], [15]) there exists a free contractible, 
m-dimensional N(H)/H-complex E which is dominated by an m-dimensional 
N(H)/H-complex W. Define 
Xj+l =XjlIF×N(H) E, Yj+l = YjlIF×N(H) W 
with the obvious aj+l and flj+ i. 
If xH:~0, use Lemma 3.2(b) to attach F-cells of type H and of dimension 
_ m V 1 to Xj. and Yj (only finitely many to Yj) to get a new finite F-domination 
, , ,  aj ,~, ~j ~ . , . _  zlj ~ l j  ~ A j  l I l  which X~ n is (m - 2)-connected. Let f :  Xj --* X be a classifying 
map. Then 
rim-1 (Xj'//) = Hm- I (xjH) = Hm(fI4) = Hm(f H, OH(f)). 
C(fZ-t, aH(f)) is an m-dimensional free 77(N(H)/H)-complex and therefore [13, 
Lemma 2.3], Hm(f n, all(f)) is 77(N(H)/H)-projective. Therefore (as in the proof 
of Theorem I) we can first attach free N(H)/H-cells of dimensions m - 1 and m to 
X) n and yj, H (only finitely many to yj, H) to get X" a" y ,  fl" X" such that X"= • 
and then extend the homotopy to fl"a"= lx. using the fact that X"= ,. Therefore 
, 
by attaching (m-  1)- and m-dimensional F-cells of type H to XJ ~ YJ - -~x)  (only 
finitely many to Yj) we can get a F-finite domination Xj+ 1 aj+ ~ Yj+I &+ ~' Xj+ ] in 
which yHj., "'j+l "* .  This completes the inductive construction, and hence the proof 
of Theorem IV. 
6. Some applications 
In this section we apply the main results to the case of virtual Poincar~ Duality 
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groups and to the important est case of SP(4,Z). 
A Poincar6 duality group of dimension n is a group F of type FP such that: 
I O if i~:n, (with some F-model structure on 7/). Hi(F; ZF) = if i = n, 
For purposes of this section, a virtual Poincard duality groups is a group F such that 
for each finite subgroup H in F, N(H) has a subgroup of finite index which is a 
Poincar6 duality group. For example, any isometry group of a non-positively curved 
Riemannian manifold, acting properly with compact quotient, is a virtual Poincar~ 
duality group. 
6.1. Corollary. Let F be a virtual Poincard duality group such that each finite 
subgroup H is abelian and has vcd N(H) :/: 2. Then there exists an ~F such that for 
each finite subgroup H, 
dim(~F) H = vcd N(H). 
Proof. We will prove that for every finite subgroup H of F conditions (2) of 
Theorem III are satisfied (we put k(H) = vcd N(H) for every H). Then condition (1) 
of Theorem III gives the existence of ~F  with the required property. 
Our proof is by induction on the order of H. Assume that for all finite subgroups 
of order greater than IH] conditions (2) of Theorem III are satisfied. Denote 
k= vcd N(H). Two cases are possible. 
Case 1" For every finite subgroup K D H, vcd N(K)< vcd N(H). 
In this case, by our inductive assumption and by Theorem III, there exists a F- 
complex X such that for each subgroup K DH, xK= * and dim X K= vcd N(K)< 
vcdN(H)  =k. Therefore dim trH(X)<k. But trH(X) is homotopy equivalent o 
~H(F) (Lemma 2.4), so IQk(~H(F))=/-Ik(trH(X))= 0 and for any torsion free sub- 
group of finite index in N(H) /H and any Zd-module B, 
gk  (~H(F); B)= gk  (tT H(X); B)= Hk(tT H(X); B) =0. 
So conditions (2) of Theorem III are satisfied for H. 
Case 2: There exists a finite subgroup K3H such that vcd N(K)=vcd N(H). :g 
First observe that if F0 is a torsion free subgroup of finite index in F, we now 
have Zro(K) C N(H) and cd Zro(K) = vcd N(K) = vcd N(H). Therefore by Strebel's 
theorem [13], Zro(K) has finite index in N(H), so IN(H):N(H)NN(K)]<oo. 
Every finite subgroup H '  of/-" is abelian, so if H' 3H, then H'CN(H). It follows 
that KcN(H)  and also it follows that ~H(F)= ~H(N(H)). Notice that, in general, 
if a finite subgroup L of a group N has only finitely many conjugates by elements 
of N, then there exists a finite subgroup L' which contains L and is normal in N. 
To see that first observe that the set L' of all products of conjugates of elements 
of L is a normal subgroup of N and contains L. Moreover, for every s, t eL  and 
x, y E N ,  sXt  y = t y .  h z for some h ~ L and z e N. This proves that every element of L' 
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can be expressed as a product of at most IN:N(L)] conjugates of elements of L and 
therefore L' is finite. Applying this to the case N= N(H), L = K we obtain that there 
exists a finite subgroup K' which contains K and is normal in N(H). Therefore 
N(H)/H has a nontrivial finite normal subgroup. 
Now notice that, in general, if a group P contains a nontrivial, finite normal 
subgroup Q, then ~(P) is contractible. Indeed: the map ~(P)~Q(P)t3{Q}, 
H ~ (H, Q )= the group generated by H and Q, is a homotopy equivalence and the 
second poset is obviously contractible. 
Applying this to the case P=N(H)/H, we get that ~H(F)=~H(N(H))= 
~(N(H)/H) is contractible, so conditions (2) of Theorem III are satisfied for H. [] 
Remark. The proof does not actually require that every finite subgroup H be 
abelian, but only that H normalize all of its subgroups. 
6.2. The poset ~(F) is too large. We replace it now with a smaller poset in which 
the dimension of the underlying simplicial complex is lower. 
Suppose X is a C °o proper F-manifold (i.e. F acts C °o on X and each x~X has 
a neighborhood U such that {g e F] 6. UN U:~0} is finite). Suppose in addition that 
X H is connected and non-empty for each finite subgroup HCF. Under these hypo- 
theses we define the poset: 
~(F; X )= {He ~(F) IH is an isotropy group of a point in X}. 
If H is any finite subgroup of F, set ~H(F; X) = ~H(F) f') ~(F; X). 
6.3. Lemma. The inclusion map i :~(F ;  X)~(F)  restricts to an N(H)/H-homo- 
topy equivalence iH: ~H(F; X)~H(F)  for each finite subgroup H. 
Proof. There is a F-poset map j :~(F )~(F ;  X) given by j (H)=H where H=the  
smallest isotropy group containing H. To see that H is well defined, note that 
Xn= U {XK[K is an isotropy group of a point of xH}. This is a locally finite 
union of closed sets which are submanifolds of the connected manifold X n. Hence 
X n is equal to precisely one such X K. This K is/St. Clearly j o i = identity. Also 
J(~tt(F))C~H(F;X) and i oj(K)DK for all K ,  so by Quillen [8, 1.3, p. 103], 
i° j l~n(F) is N(H)-homotopic to the identity. (Note. Quillen only claims this is 
homotopic to 1; his proof clearly shows that the homotopy is equivariant.) [] 
The vcd of the group SP(4,7/) is known to be 4 (see Borel and Serre [3, p. 483]). 
However, unlike the case of SL(n, 7/) (see Ash [2]) there has never been previously 
found a contractible complex of dimension four on which SP(4, 7/) acts properly. 
In this section we use our main theorems to prove: 
6.4. Theorem. SP(4, 7/) acts properly on a dontractible four-dimensional complex 
with compact quotient. 
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Proof.  Let F= SP(4, 7/)/{ _+I}. Let X denote the Siegel generalized upper half plane 
of degree 2. As discussed more amply in [9] say, X is a contractible complex 
manifold of complex dimension 3 on which SP(4, 7/) acts properly as a group 
of holomorphic isometries. If H,K are two isotropy groups and HCK, then :# 
dim c XK< dim c X ~. Also X H is contractible for each finite group H. Hence the 
poset ~(F; X) of isotropy groups of F is an ordered simplicial complex of dimension 
2 at most, and so dim ~/-t(F: X)_<2 for all finite groups HCF. We wish to apply 
Theorem III. Condition 2(a) is clear. So we have to prove condition 2(b). We do 
this by proving: 
Claim. If H is any finite subgroup of SP(4, 7/) and A is any torsion free subgroup 
of finite index in N(H)/H, and B is any 7/A-module, then H4(~H(F; X); B)= 0. 
The proof employs the Leray type spectral sequence converging to 
HP+q(~H(F; X); B) whose E~ q term is the cochain group CP(~#(F; X); nq(Acr; B)) 
where A,, is the isotropy group of a simplex tr of ~H(F; X) and tr has the form 
(Ho, H1,...,Hp), p<_2, where HCHoffHIC...CHp. Aa is therefore commen- 
surable with the centralizer, in N(H), of Hp. Hence 
cd A~ = vcd ZN(H)(Hp) < dim XHp < 4-- 2p. 
So HP(Ao)=O (any coefficients) for q>4-2p .  Therefore if p+q=4, and p>0, 
EPq=O. So we only need to show E~ is zero. It is enough to show cd Za(H0)<4 
for any H 0 ,~ H. Now, if cd Z,j (H0) = 4, then dim~ X # = 4, and we see XH°/Za (Ho) 
is a compact manifold. Hence Za (H0) is a Poincar6 duality group. By Borel-Serre 
[3, 11.4.1] this means that the Q-rank of NSP(4,c~)(Ho)/Ru(NsP(4,©)(Ho) ) is zero. 
Hence to complete the argument, it is enought o show that this Q-rank is _> 1 for 
each finite group H in SP(4, 7/) such that dim X H= 4. There is a list of these groups 
(up to conjugacy), in [14, p. 45, groups II 1 (a) through (h)]. Each is generated by 
a single element s. 
It is enough to show that there is a positive-dimensional split ©-torus in the cen- 
tralizer Z(s), for each s in Ueno's list. 
We do this now. Elements (a), (c) and (d), (e) in Ueno's list have form 
(; 
so a torus of Z(s) is 
(20/ 20,1), A e@ ", 
in each case. Elements (b) and (h) are, respectively, 
0 111 i,o 0 ol, 1 s= , )  s= 0 
0 -1  1 
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A torus of Z(s) is: 
I( 0 0 )] 2_1) 0 
2 i 0 " 
0 
Elements (f) and (g) are inverses of each other in SP(4, Z)/(_+ 1); element (f) is: 
S= 
o)(o 0,)]. 
A subgroup of Z(s) is the set of all matrices of the form: 
I +iy o # ½(/i-a+ 1) 1 ½(a -1)  1 ½(p+c~- 1) b 0 c~ ½(c~-y- 1) 0 0 1 
where b ~ ©, and a0-, f l0 = 1. 
This subgroup has Q-rank > 1 because it maps epimorphically onto SL(2, Q). The 
map sends this matrix to: (; 
This shows that we can apply Theorem III to conclude that, in case F= SP(4,Z), 
~F can be chosen as a four-dimensional complex. But Borel-Serre [1] showed that 
~F can be chosen with compact quotient, so by Theorem IV, ~F  can be chosen as 
a four-dimensional complex with compact quotient. This completes the proof of 
6.4. 
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